
OPTISOUNDBMW82/4-V3
8” BMW UNDERSEAT SUBWOOFER

FITMENT • ENGINEERING • PERORMANCE

AN OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) Upgrade is designed to replace the factory 
speaker without any compromise to the integrity of the vehicle warranty.
All our OEM speaker upgrades come with the brackets and wiring connectors for direct 
Plug & Play installation.
By Using high efficiency drivers and Neodymium motors we are able to keep the   
speakers lightweight and easy to install.
Now available in both 2Ω and 4Ω models giving the ability to upgrade the BASE sys-
tem as well as the BMW HIFI and HK using the 2Ω variant which is more suited to the 
factory amplifier.

BEST INTEGRATION - Designed and engineered to fit perfectly into your vehicle with 
no damage or modifications.

ENHANCED TECHNOLOGY - New alloy dampening ring surrounds the premium Neo-
dymium motor to stop outward waste of gauss from the high power magnet.

BEST FITMENT - Our BMW underseat subwoofers will fit 95% of BMW models from the 
year 2005 onwards! No messing, fast and easy installation.

PREMIUM BUILD - In order to integrate into premium vehicles we supply premium  
products, with high quality parts such as Neodymium motors, pressed foam surrounds, 
gold plated terminals and steel torsion baskets, Our BMW subwoofers far exceed the 
OEM speakers.

PAPER COMPOSITE CONE

FOAM SURROUND

NEO MAGNETS

SLIMLINE CONSTRUCTION

The subwoofers in the enclosure 
features a composite paper cone which 

is rigid and strong for accurate and 
powerful bass reproduction

A lightweight foam surround allows us 
to create an efficient subwoofer. The 
woofer can then generate more SPL 
and faster and more accurate bass 

responses.

Our OPTISOUND subwoofers feature 
Neodymium magnets which are 

lightweight but ultra powerful, this 
allows great motor-force but easy 

installation.

In Order to fit the OEM locations the 
subwoofers have to be super slim, 
by using NEO magnets and clever 

engineering we can make this happen.

To be OPTISOUND means to fit 
and integrate, our BMW underseat 

subwoofers use the exact same 
housings and cables as the factory sub 

for perfect integration.

Anti resonance torsion basket for solid 
and controlled bass response.
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Model OPTISOUNDBMW82-V3 OPTISOUNDBMW84-V3

Configuration 1-WAY 1-WAY

Type Subwoofer Subwoofer

Speaker Size 8” (200mm) 8” (200mm)

Peak/RMS Power 345/115W 345/115W

Impedance 2Ω 4Ω

Vehicle Manufacturer BMW BMW

Fitment ALL MODELS ALL MODELS


